
  

DOMAINE DU MAS BLANC 
COLLIOURE ‘TERRES DE 
SCHISTES’ 
Grenache Noir, Syrah & Mourvèdre. 
Complex fruity aromas with hints of smoke; 
flavors of cherries, berries, spice, 
earthiness & minerality; smooth & mellow 
with fine tannins. 

Tasting Note:  Shelf Talker: 

COLLIOURE ‘TERRES 
DE SCHISTES’ 

Grenache Noir, Syrah & Mourvèdre. A lovely 
ruby color. Complex fruity aromas with 

hints of smoke. Flavors of cherries, 
berries, spice, earthiness & minerality. 

Smooth & mellow with fine tannins. 
Best lightly chilled & opened a half an 
hour before serving. Enjoy by itself or 
with pungent cheeses such as Raclette, 

grilled meats, tapas or barbecue. 

Grenache Noir, Syrah, and Mourvèdre. A beautiful ruby color. Complex, fruity aromas with hints of smoke. Flavors of 
cherries and red berries with spice, earthiness, and minerality. Smooth and mellow with fine tannins. Best lightly chilled 
and opened a half an hour before serving. Enjoy by itself or pair with pungent cheeses such as Raclette, grilled meats, 

tapas, or barbecue.  

The small Collioure area flourishes between the Mediterranean and the Pyrénées range south of the Pyrénées-
Orientales department in the Roussillon region. In a vast amphitheater facing the sea, the vineyards of Collioure 

are made up of small terraces retained by nearly 3,700 miles of dry stone walls shaped for centuries by 
generations of winegrowers. The hillsides, whose slope can reach 40%, are based on the parent rock formed by 

brown Cambrian shales. The grapes for this wine come from a vineyard that covers 12 acres in the Collioure 
appellation of the Roussillon region. The grapes are harvested by hand. Fermentation at controlled temperatures, 

15-day maceration.  

The Domaine du Mas Blanc is located south of Perpignan in the Roussillon region, where the terraces of 
Banyuls and Collioure share the same appellation area. It has always stood out for the quality of its products 
and is a great representative of these two appellations. The roots of Domaine du Mas Blanc, with its terraced 

vineyards overlooking the Mediterranean Sea, can be traced as far back as 1632, however it was in 1921 when 
Gaston Parcé began bottling his wine and became a leading supporter of the Banyuls appellation which was 

established in 1936. His son, Dr. André Parcé, who succeeded him, was a great local figure and the visionary 
behind the Collioure appellations, which was established in 1971. Since 1976, the domaine has been led by 

André's son, winemaker Jean-Michel Parcé, who continues to further his family’s commitment to tradition and 
reputation for leadership in the appellations. 
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